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ABSTRACT

Learners with visual impairment (VI) depend on Braille as a medium of instruction and communication. According to a report by the Ministry of Education, only 45 (30.6%) out of 147(100%) of learners with VI enrolled in upper primary classes in Kisumu and Siaya counties could read and write English Braille grade II competently. Despite this discrepancy, there was no documented explanation for this low percentage of learners with English Braille grade II competencies, particularly in Kisumu and Siaya Counties. The purpose of this study was to establish environmental challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing of English Braille grade II, in selected Special Primary Schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties Kenya. The purpose of this study was to establish environmental challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing of English Braille grade II, in selected Special Primary Schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties Kenya. Objective of the study was to; Establish Learner based challenges in acquiring and using English Braille grade II. Descriptive survey research design was adopted. The target population was 162 visually impaired learners and 54 teachers. Saturated sampling technique was used to select 147 visually impaired learners and 49 teachers. Data was collected by use of questionnaires and interview schedules. Test re-test method was used to determine the reliability coefficient of instruments at a score of 0.75. Face and content validity of the research instruments was ascertained by experts from the department of Special Needs Education. Descriptive statistics such as frequency counts and percentages were used to analyze quantitative data. Qualitative data was transcribed, categorized into themes and sub-themes as they emerged. The findings revealed that these learners had negative attitude towards communication in English Braille Grade II. Only 26 (19.2%) out of 147 of the learners were able to read and write English Braille Grade II. This study recommended early stimulation and introduction to Braille code for learners with VI; enforcement of functional educational inclusion to accommodate learners with VI and adoption of Individualized Educational Program (IEP). These findings will be of use to the Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development, Kenya National Examination Council, and Teacher Training Colleges for adapting the curriculum, on setting Examinations, and on how to train Teachers for Learners with visual impairment.
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Background to the Study

According to Quigly (2000) a rich environment has a significant role to play in the reading and writing of English Braille grade II. Psychology of teaching and learning has shown that for any meaningful learning to take place, the learner must be supplied with all that can support learning including technology. There is little doubt
that technology has changed the education of students with various impairments, as seen in many developed countries.

Two decades ago, the author’s tools of the trade were Brailleers and a tape recorder. Learners in schools also had this equipment and in a few instances; a typewriter and a Dictaphone (a phone with Braille buttons). Currently, the range of electronic equipment for learners with Visual Impairment appears to be almost limitless, and their explosion in their availability increases exponentially. The smorgasbord of potential offered to learners with visual impairments is of enormous benefits.

There currently exists in both developed and developing countries a perception from both scholars and caretakers that the invention of technology in the reading and writing of Braille is likely to curtail the level and speed at which learners with visual impairment read and write Braille. On the contrary, teachers counter this view by arguing that technology or environment enrichment with new technology is likely to increase the level of literacy and rate of reading and writing English Braille grade II. Therefore, the researcher concurs with the teachers that invention of new technology is likely to increase the level of Braille literacy among learners with VI rather than decreasing it. For instance, the invention of the Braille phone called the Own phone, the World’s first Braille phone. The London-based company employed 3D printing techniques to design the customizable phone. Both sides of the phone have a Braille keypad with two and four buttons that are preprogrammed to call specific individuals. For those not able to read Braille, the company can print raised text on the keypads which, through tactile feedback, can allow the user to interact with the device/hence, a clear indicator that the introduction of technology in education for the Blind (in the reading and writing of Braille) is a Braille booster in schools for learners with visual impairment.

The classroom has to have labels with words and embossed maps, diagrams and pictures everywhere, so that learners constantly connect written English with the things they represent. Teachers have to display these labels based on learners’ needs and interests to provide children with disabilities support (Pressley, 2005).

Once learners reach Braille grade II, most of the information they need is given to them in a textual format where they focus changes from learning to read to and reading to learn. Therefore, those poor readers may have difficulty in interacting with the curriculum content freely.

There is a shortage of Braille materials and the methods of distributing the same are lacking. It has to be noted that scarcity of teachers who are supposed to instruct learners with visual impairment is also a setback to speed and fluency of reading and writing of Braille respectively. To counter this problem of inability to read and write Braille, the United States of America (USA) federal government decided to form the National Federation for the Blind (NFB) to enroll all those well-wishers who have interest of the American visually impaired.

These NFB members were to ensure that all the visually impaired learners who depend on Braille as a medium of communication, have an equal opportunity to access, and learn it effectively (Spungin, 2003). Many Scholars and other concerned personnel on Braille standards look at teacher’s caseload as a big influence to have the learners learn Braille. Many of such teachers attend to more than 6 learners per day which does not allow them to have adequate time to carry out individual instruction. Teachers have always attributed the inability to instruct Braille, to heavy caseload of them, therefore, argue that too much case load lower their competence. They suggest that the numbers of learners they attend to be reduced to four per day, an idea the administrators have rejected saying that this will transform many instructors into idlers (Frieman, 2004). In this case, the researcher disagrees with the administrator’s view that reducing the teacher’s caseload will transform them into idlers because it is a plain lie by the administrators due to their ignorance of the diverse needs of learners with visual impairment. Availability of print materials for learners with low vision as compared to the totally blind learners is also seen as hampering the reading and writing of English Braille grade II. Learners with VI who have total visual loss in some cases rely on those with Partial sight to read to them questions or notes from the chalkboard or reference material. Most educators insist that a choice must be made between print and Braille and that only one reading medium must be used. This disagreement translates in the field of disputes among professionals in planning meetings resulting in new deals to address individual learners. There are others who believe that inclusion is the main problem with reading and writing of English Braille. They argue that print materials in schools for learners with visual impairment are necessitated by the presence of learners with partial sight. Inclusion, as argued by many, is meant to reduce discrimination against those learners with VI and including them in the community of the sighted in order to enhance equal playing ground for all. Parents are not left out in this battle; they are often concerned about the best cause of action that they and their children become real victims in the academic battles especially when the parents of the sighted learners threaten to withdraw their children from learning centers (Fredeman, 2005). Despite the fact that different studies have been carried out on how environmental challenges influence learners with VI in reading and writing of English Braille grade II, no such study has ever been conducted in the lake region. Learners lacking previous know-how skills such as pre-Braille activities, alphabetic principles, and phonemic awareness need supplementary instruction to ensure they do not lag behind their sighted peers. Therefore, elementary school teachers must provide an element that allows learners with (VI) to...
access experiences they may have missed in their preschool period time (The National Reading Panel, 2001). With this in mind, the current study therefore sought to fill the gap by finding out the effect of environment on reading and writing English Braille grade II in the two special primary schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties, Kenya.

Statement of the Problem
Learners with visual impairment depended on Braille as a medium of instruction and communication. According to the report by the ministry of education, Kisumu and Siaya counties combined had the highest number (1232) of learners with visual Impairment (VI) in Kenya. Information from Kisumu and Siaya counties indicated that only 30.6% out of 147 learners enrolled in upper primary classes could read and write English Braille grade II competently. The low percentage could be attributed to certain challenges faced by learners with VI in reading and writing English Braille grade II in Kisumu and Siaya counties. Despite wide difference, there was no explanation for the low percentage of learners who could read and write English Braille grade II in Kisumu and Siaya counties. It was therefore for this reason that the researcher in this study sought to establish learning environment effect on reading and writing English Braille Grade II for the visually impaired child in special primary schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties.

Purpose of the Study
In consideration to the foregoing problem statement, the purpose of this study was to establish environmental challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing of English grade II, in selected Special Primary Schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties Kenya.

Objective of the Study
This study was guided by the following objective:
1. To examine environment based challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing of English grade II.

Assumptions of the Study
The study was based on the assumption that all teachers in special schools for learners with visual impairment were competent in Braille reading and writing, there was a structured program on the development of Braille reading and writing, and finally, all learners with visual impairment have a chance to undertake Braille reading and writing.

Scope of the Study
The study focused on challenges faced by learners with visual impairments in Braille reading and writing particularly in selected special primary schools for learners with VI, in Kisumu and Siaya counties. The study was carried out in two special primary schools in Kisumu and Siaya counties namely: St. OdaAluor and Kibos School for the blind. It involved a total sample size of 198 people comprising 2 head teachers, 49 teachers, and 147 learners with total visual loss, thus relied entirely on Braille as medium of instruction and communication.

Limitation of the Study
Eight (16%) teachers and twelve (8%) learners did not return questionnaires. This margin is however rather too small to significantly affect the generalizability of the results obtained, considering that a large sample was drawn from a population with even greater diversity.

The assumption of the study that, all teachers in VI schools were Braille competent, turned out a fallacy, but also posing minimal impact; it fairly slowed down the data collection process hence prompting an extra day to finish up the task.

Limitations arising from time and financial resources were well put under check by sourcing for a research assistant and finances upfront, plus burning mid-night oil.

Significance of the Study
Overcoming the aforementioned research limitations was critical considering the tremendous benefits this study brings in the education for Learners with VI. The study findings could be significant to among others: Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD) would receive critical information that would help in adapting the curriculum for learners with visually impairment. The Kenya National Examination Council could get information vital in adaptation of examination questions for learners with visual impairment.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
This study employed descriptive survey research design to find out challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing English Braille grade II in special Primary Schools in Kisumu and Siaya countries.
The descriptive survey research design involves collection of data from a sample of a population with respect to one or more variables (Best and Kahn, 2006). This design was more reliable in giving desired information and answers to the research questions under study, through the purposefully designed questionnaires and interview schedules. This was premised on the fact that an ideal sample population gives information about the whole population. Survey design is also advantageous because it is simple and easy to administer; because questionnaire “allows collection of accurate information in a relatively shorter period of time” (Nyewebi, 2009). The use of descriptive survey design enabled the researcher to access accurate information easily, seek opinions, describe, analyze, and interpret information easily and clearly. It’s appropriately linked research concepts and questions with the study, thus making it the most ideal design and more particularly for the area of study in question.

Area of Study
This study was conducted in Kisumu and Siaya counties in the lake region. Lake Region is bordered by Rift valley to the North East, Western region to the West. Lake Region is the 5th largest region in Kenya. Kisumu and Siaya counties have a total of 9 special schools namely: Joyland Special, School kibos School for the Blind, Lutheran Special Sch for MH, Maseno School for the Deaf, MasenoSch for the Deaf Blind, Maseno Mixed Special Unit, Equator-round Special school, St. Oda School for the Blind, Nyangoma School For Deaf out of which only two schools are for the visually impaired learners, one in each of the counties. The study was therefore carried out in two selected Special primary schools for the VI, Kibos School for the Blind in Kisumu County and St. Oda school for the blind primary in Siaya County.

Study Population
The study was carried out in two special primary schools for learners with VI in the lake region namely: Kibos School for the blind and St. Oda Aluor. The target population was 162 learners who were visually impaired and 54 teachers.

Sample and Sampling Techniques
Saturated sampling was used to select 147 learners, 49 teachers. It is worth noting that among the 49 teachers who were sampled, some were teaching other subjects apart from Braille as a subject (Table 1).

Instruments of Data Collection
The study used questionnaire, interview, and lesson observation schedules as the tools of data collection. These instruments were selected with regard to the information to be collected, time available and objectives of the study. The questionnaire is the best suited for the study as it can be administered to a large population of respondents in a short period of time with not extra personnel (Creswell, 2003). The use of questionnaire allowed the researcher to explore areas of questioning to the respondent to get first-hand information about the objectives of the study. Three types of the questionnaires were used for head teachers, teachers, and the learners.

Teachers and Learners Questionnaires
For teachers the questionnaire was divided into three sections. Section A of the questionnaire contained questions on attitude, section B contained questions on school environment, section C contained questions on teacher’s competence, and finally, section D contained questions on complexity of the Braille code as shown in appendix A and B respectively. For learners’ questionnaire, section A, contained question on Braille code, section B, questions on reading words written in Braille grade II, and section C, was dictation on writing using Braille grade II as shown in appendix C, section C. All learners in upper primary were tested on basic Braille grade II to ascertain their ability to
read and write English Braille grade II material, since it is the standard grade of Braille recommended for upper primary classes.

Validity of the Research Instruments

After pre-testing, the research instruments were presented to experts in the department of Special Education, Maseno University, who were conversant with the topic of study. The recommendations made were used to correct the observed errors before the questionnaires were administered in the field for data collection after thorough validation by the experts. Face and content validity were used to verify the accuracy of the research instruments used in the study.

Reliability of the Research Instruments

Reliability of the research tools in this study was established through test-retest. Pearson’s product moment correlations revealed a high positive significant relationship for the learner’s questionnaires, 0.75, at p-value of 0.05 as recommended by Best and Kahn (2006).

Data Collection Procedures

Research permit was obtained from the Ministry of Education Science and Technology (M.O.E.S.T) through the school of graduate studies Maseno University. A courtesy call at the County Director of Education office, Sub-County Director of Education Officer’s Office and the head teachers’ offices in the two counties was thereafter done. Schools were then visited by the researcher to carry out classroom observation interviews and to distribute the questionnaires. For learners’ questionnaire, the researcher with the help of research assistants guided the learners to fill the questionnaire in a single sitting, during which the researcher monitored the task to ensure no consultations were done among the learners.

Data Analysis

Data was organized using descriptive statistics which included frequency counts, means, percentages, standard deviations among others. Classroom observations on the challenges faced by learners with visual impairment in reading and writing English Braille grade II was put in tallies and frequencies.

Quantitative data was collected using questionnaires and analyzed using descriptive statistics in form of frequency counts, percentages, and means. In scoring the Likert scale scores, positive statements was awarded as follows: Strongly agree (SA)- 5 points, Agree (A)-4 points, Undecided (U)- 3 points, Disagree (D)- 2 points and Strongly Disagree (SD)-1 point.

In the interpretation of the scores above three implied positive attitude, while a score of three implied a neutral attitude while that below three implied negative attitude. Pearson Product Moment Correlation was carried out to determine the relationship between performance in reading English Braille grade II and attitude, the environment, Braille code based challenges.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Environmental Challenges

In order to find out the Environment based challenges faced by learners with VI in reading and writing of Braille Grade II in special primary schools, teachers were asked to share their opinions on the same. Among the factors considered were the number of teachers, teacher-pupil ratio, usage of computers, story books in Braille in the school library, use of teaching aids and the mutual relationship among learners.

The results are presented as shown in table 2.

From the results in table 2, majority of the teachers, 27 (65.8%) of the sampled respondents disagreed that in this school learners use computers and typewriters and that learner’s ratio to that of teachers is over 10:1 as perceived by (58.5%) of the teachers. In addition, the school did not have competent teachers to teach English Braille grade II, and there were few story books in Braille, (39.0%) most of them observed. The findings also revealed that the schools did not have enough ramps and pathways as revealed by (53.6%) of the teachers, (34.1%) and (19.5%) strongly disagreed and disagreed respectively. The overall results show that the school environment did not favor learners’ instruction and communication in English Braille grade II. This study agree with previous studies such as (Pressley, 2005) which concluded that classroom has to have labels with words and pictures everywhere so that learners constantly connect written language with the things they represent, teachers have to display these labels based on learners’ needs and interests to provide children with disabilities support in the classroom (Pressley, 2005).

In addition, Frieman (2004) found out that many Scholars and other concerned personnel about the Braille standards look at teacher’s caseload as a big influence to have the learners learn Braille. Many of such teachers attend to more than 6 learners per day which does not allow them to have adequate time to carry out individual instruction. Teachers have always attributed that inability to instruct Braille to heavy case load, teachers, therefore, argue that too much case load work down their competence.

### Table 2. Learning Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning environment</th>
<th>SD F (%)</th>
<th>D F (%)</th>
<th>U F (%)</th>
<th>A F (%)</th>
<th>SA F (%)</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In this school, learners have enough materials for reading and writing Braille</td>
<td>10(24.4)</td>
<td>20(48.80)</td>
<td>1(2.40)</td>
<td>8(19.50)</td>
<td>2(4.9)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, there are enough teachers who teach Braille</td>
<td>3(7.3)</td>
<td>21(51.2)</td>
<td>3(7.3)</td>
<td>6(14.6)</td>
<td>8(19.5)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, learner’s ratio to that of teachers is over 10:1</td>
<td>15(36.6)</td>
<td>11(26.8)</td>
<td>3(7.3)</td>
<td>3(7.3)</td>
<td>9(22.0)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, learners use computers and typewriter</td>
<td>14(34.1)</td>
<td>13(31.7)</td>
<td>2(4.9)</td>
<td>10(24.4)</td>
<td>2(4.9)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This school has enough storybooks in Braille in the library</td>
<td>9(22.0)</td>
<td>16(39.0)</td>
<td>2(4.9)</td>
<td>8(19.5)</td>
<td>6(14.6)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers in this school use teaching aids during Braille lessons</td>
<td>8(19.5)</td>
<td>14(34.1)</td>
<td>4(9.8)</td>
<td>10(24.4)</td>
<td>5(12.2)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This school supports services are offered to learners who read and write using Braille</td>
<td>9(22.0)</td>
<td>12(29.3)</td>
<td>5(12.2)</td>
<td>13(31.7)</td>
<td>2(4.9)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, all teachers are competent to teach Braille</td>
<td>11(26.8)</td>
<td>15(36.6)</td>
<td>3(7.3)</td>
<td>6(14.6)</td>
<td>6(14.6)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, there are enough ramp and pathways</td>
<td>14(34.1)</td>
<td>8(19.5)</td>
<td>6(14.6)</td>
<td>12(29.3)</td>
<td>1(2.4)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In this school, sighted learners read for learners with VI</td>
<td>5(12.2)</td>
<td>12(29.3)</td>
<td>1(2.4)</td>
<td>15(36.6)</td>
<td>8(19.5)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: SD-Strongly Disagree, D-Disagree, U-Undecided, A-Agree, SA-Strongly Agree

### Table 3. Number of Story Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Story books</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Relationship between Environment and Learners Performance

In order to establish the relationship between learning resources/material and learners performance, first, learners were asked to indicate the number of storybooks they read with respect to the availability of these books in Braille in school and teachers efforts to encourage them read the books. The results were presented in table 3 as shown above.

The results in table 3 indicate that majority of the learners 90(66.7%) did not read books at all, 34 (25.2%) read one book in a week, 8(5.9%) read 2 books in a week, and 3(2.2%) read 3 books in a week. In this case, scarcity of reading is largely dependent on the availability of the books in the school, which in turn contributes to a better environment for learners in school. This is an indication that the school environment was of a significant challenge to learners with VI.

### CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

#### CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings of the present research, the study made the following conclusions:

- Attitude is a significant factor towards learner's
acquisition of English Braille grade II skills and performance. Negative attitude has negative reputation towards learner’s ability to read and write English Braille grade II. As per the results, learners perform poorly due to negative attitude. Therefore learners have a negative attitude towards reading and writing English Braille Grade II in the selected special primary schools.

Environment based challenges are a key to determining learner’s ability to respond positively to skill acquisition. Poor environment which cannot accommodate learners with disability is a direct cause of poor performance, while inclusive or child friendly environment has a positive implication towards better learning and the consequences are good academic performance. This can be drawn from the current study findings, whereby the state of poor school setting such as poor planning, leading to lack of ramps and good pathways makes the environment inconclusive to learners with visual impairment to comprehend educational instructions. This could be a significant cause to learner’s inability to read and write English Braille grade II since the environment is unfriendly to learners with VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the study findings, a few recommendations were made:

The study highly recommends that learners be introduced to English Braille grade II, at an early stage so as to create positive attitude towards the same.

The Ministry of Education and other education stakeholders should heavily invest on Inclusive Education to achieve an ideal School for all round learning environment: thus; a disability-friendly environment; adequate, qualified human resource (educators and the paramedics) as well as the critical non-human resources like learning materials for learners with visual impairment.

Suggestion for Further Studies

i). The study established that negative attitude of learners with VI had an influence on learners’ ability to read and write English Braille grade II. The study therefore suggests further studies to be carried out on the causes of negative attitude among learners with VI towards Braille grade II.
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